
There is a joke told about a thief who decided
to rob a house one night. He broke in stealth-
ily and after much effort found some expen-
sive jewellery which he managed to pack into
his bag. Just then he heard a voice, "Yossi is
watching you, Yossi is watching you!"
The thief froze scared out of his mind. He
pointed his flashlight into the direction he
heard the voice and saw a parrot.

"Yossi is watching you, Yossi is watching you!"
The thief, with a relief started to laugh and
asked the parrot “So  are you?” The
Parrot responded “Moshe Moshe”.

"And who's the fool that named you Moshe
anyway?" asked the thief.

"The same fool that named the Rottweiler
standing behind you Yossi!"

Times are tough across the globe and theft
has increased worldwide. What drives a
thief’s lust? Why does he take the risk? How
does the Torah view a thief and what is his
punishment?

The Kohelet Rabah (1:13) states Ein Haadam
Niftar Min Haolam Vechetsi Ta’avato Biyado –
No one in this world achieves even half of
that which he desires before passing away.

 - If he
has 100 Maneh (currency), he wants 200
Maneh. We never seem to be happy with
what we achieve.

Rabbi Yonatan Eibshitz z’l notes, that on
closer inspection the (above mentioned)
sayings about human nature seem to have a
percentage point contradiction between
them.
One aphorism states, "No person dies having
fulfilled half of his desires."
The other claims, "If you have 100 you want
200."
One implies that a person may approach but
never reaches 50% of his or her ambitions.
The second places the dividing point at
exactly 50% implying you can achieve
exactly half. So which is it? R Eibshitz
reconciles the two with a fascinating insight
into our nature.

King Solomon wrote, "Like a bird that strays
from her nest so is a man that wanders from
his place” (Mishlei 27:8). To the baby bird
planted securely in her nest, the forest floor
is a lure. Similarly the big city calls to the
country youth. With one step too many the
little fellow is out there. Once down on the
ground though, the proportions of the lurking
dangers swell back to size. Suddenly, that
defenceless creature with underdeveloped
wings is in constant risk of being swallowed
whole. Eventually she longs for the nurturing
nest.

R Eibshitz explains that people’s lusts take
on the same fate and in the above case; "The
half that he  is more-dear to him
than the half that he  have."

Thus even though he has achieved 50% of
his ambition, nevertheless in his eyes it is
less then 50%. Now that he
has achieved it, he turns to
the 50% he has not achieved
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Money



and gives greater value to that. A person who
constantly pursues wealth will never truly feel
fulfilled. Even when achieving his desired
wealth, the lure for more will always provide
a greater pull.

Our Parasha teaches that a thief who is
caught must pay double the amount he has
stolen. The Torah seems adamant to stamp
out this vile sin, but why punish him by
enforcing double payment?

The Kli Yakar (21:12) explains that the thief
personifies lust. He is always chasing after
money and wealth. He wasn’t satisfied with
what he had, he  to  his money

– therefore as a punishment (Mida Kneged
Mida – like for like) he is obliged to .

This is also hinted via the word used for
money – Mamon. The word Mamon is spelt
with the letters When you
spell these letters out they all begin and end
with the same letter.

Thus one who steels Mamon (made up of
double letters and implying never ending
lust,) pays double.

In the times of Noach when Hashem decided
to destroy the world, one of the determining
factors was their rampant theft. The epicentre
of this sin lies in the haughtiness of the
individual, placing his interest and lust above
that of society.
Money might make the world go around, but
we shouldn’t make it the focus of our world.
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Much has been made lately about the
importance of honesty and integrity in
business and everyday life especially during
times of economic hardship when people
are sometimes driven to “beg, borrow or
steal”.
It wasn’t so long ago when the country was
shocked by stories about people in power
who were alleged to have been fiddling their
expenses in order to make a small profit. It
would seem we are living in an era where
true honesty is in short supply; people are
constantly having to look over their
shoulders to make sure they are not being
cheated.
This week’s Parsha addresses the
significance of honesty so strongly that an
individual who is caught committing theft is
sold by the Beis Din into slavery (Shemos
21:2; 22:2, see Rashi). This remarkable and
highly unusual punishment is indicative of
the thief’s attitude. As the Gemara explains,
a thief acts with blatant abandon behaving
as though the “Supreme Eye is not
watching” as the Posuk (Yeshaya 29:15)
says: ‘Woe unto them that seek deep to
hide their counsel from Hashem, and their
works are in the dark, and they say, Who
sees us? And who knows us?’ (Bava
Kamma 79b). This criminal who sought to
acknowledge a superior authority is now
thrust into an environment where he is
subject to constant scrutiny under a strict
mandate.

But the relationship between the
punishment of slavery and the crime of
infidelity can also be explained along the
lines of the concept of “awareness”.

The commentaries all offer profound insight
into the connection between the end of the
Aseres haDibros and the opening of the
chapter of civil law. The Ramban explains it
to be a natural follow on from “lo sachmod,
you shall not covet”, because the basis of all
common decency is the respect one must
feel display towards another’s space and
property (Ramban to Shemos 21:1, see
Sforno ad loc).

The Ibn Ezra takes it one step further.
Remarking on the amazement “many
people” display towards the mitzvah of lo
sachmod because of the near-impossibility
of controlling an emotion such as jealousy,
he connects the prohibition to the very first
of the ten commandments: I am Hashem
your G-d. In his famous analogy, the Ibn
Ezra compares the envy a person may feel
toward his neighbour to the desire a
peasant may feel to marry the king’s
daughter.
Both are illogical because they are
effectively out of reach.
Someone who lives with a clear and real
awareness of Divine providence will never
be envious of another person’s success

because that is clearly a product of
Hashem’s design.
This idea can help us further associate
Parshas Mishpotim and its description of
servitude with its predecessor Yisro and its
conveyance of this concept of awareness. A
slave is constantly cognizant of a watchful
eye, he can never quite relax fully – that’s
what it means to be an Eved. In his previous
criminal life the Eved lost this sense of
mindfulness, he thought he was alone. His
penalty therefore is to be thrust into a
constant state of cognizance which it is
hoped will translate into an awareness of the
true Master of the universe, as the Gemara
quotes on the Posuk “Avodai Heim – they
are my servants – velo avodim la’avodim –
not servants of servants” (Bava Metzia 10a).
In truth, every Yied carries the title “Eved”
which is the ultimate accolade bestowed
upon the greatest of people, none less than
Moshe himself (see Devorim 34:5). The
Shulchan Aruch opens up with the concept
of subservience to Hashem’s avdus: “He
should galvanise himself like a lion to rise in
the morning to the service of his Creator”
(OC 1:1) which the Rema (ad loc.) relates to
the Posuk “Shivisi Hashem lenegdi somid”
(Tehillim 16) – I am constantly aware of
Hashem’s presence.
The Eved was sold for his lack of integrity.
Integrity is dependent on a sense of
responsibility. And responsibility is
dependent on awareness. This is the lesson
learned by the thief the hard way. We
however have multiple opportunities to
improve our own “shivisi Hashem” through
far more positive experiences. Today’s
society does not lend itself to mindfulness,
it is not conducive to awareness – it is too
noisy. But special occasions, such as when
we are engaged in tefilla, afford us the
opportunity to leave all the noise behind and
devote ourselves – if only for a moment – to
the ultimate service.

Integrity

RABBI SHIMSHON SILKIN

Someone who lives with
a clear and real aware-
ness of Divine provi-
dence will never be
envious of another per-
son’s success because
that is clearly a product
of Hashem’s design.
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Tevilat Keillim

Production and Ownership

Yes, since it was originally owned by Non-Jewish
manufacturers.

If the factory which produced it is Jewish owned
and has not been owned by a Non-Jew post
production, it does not require Tevillah. However

you'd need to clarify that the factory was actually
under Jewish ownership, not just an order
commissioned by a Jewish supplier from a
Non-Jewish manufacturer.

Its the ownership which counts not the workers.

This is very problematic since the Jewish retailer
does not have an obligation to do tevillah to
vessels under his ownership, which he stocks for
resale not for personal use. You must certainly do
tevillah yourself but consult a Rabbi as to whether
you should make a bracha on your tevillah.
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Upcoming event this weekend, book your tickets now!


